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Leadership Management Australia opens its 
37th branch on Sydney’s North Shore 
 
 
North Shore organisations can now access leading-edge corporate training 
and people development from a fellow local business, following the 
establishment of Leadership Management Australia’s 37th branch on the 
upper North Shore. 
 
Founded 35 years ago and now with a team of more than 160 people across 
Australia and New Zealand, LMA works with over 1600 clients to improve their 
productivity, performance and leadership. 
 
LMA Oliver Williams, which has opened its doors in Gordon, will develop close 
relationships with the upper North Shore business community, according to 
director Penny Oliver. 
 
“LMA is known for its dynamic local business breakfasts on workplace 
management issues, which are particularly relevant as the Australian 
economy improves and competition for labour intensifies.  
 
“We intend staging several such breakfasts in 2011, as we believe North 
Shore businesses and local government will gain valuable tools to identify and 
capitalise on shifts in the economy, lead organisational change and build a 
competitive advantage using their most important asset: their people.” 
 
LMA’s clients include government, small to medium enterprises and major 
corporates such as ANZ, Boral, BlueScope Steel, Leighton Holdings, Cotton 
On Group and DHL Worldwide. 
 
“LMA programs have been developed and refined over 35 years, and are well 
proven in their delivery of measurable and long term results,” Ms Oliver says.  
 
Training programs include leading and managing for results, success 
strategies for team leaders and supervisors, performance development, 
effective team dynamics, success strategies and the sales edge. 
 
LMA programs reflect the company’s philosophy of developing the total 
person by enhancing their personal and life skills.  Many participants are able 
to quickly accept greater responsibility or progress to more senior roles, 
improving both their own and the organisation’s performance. 
 
Ms Oliver’s partner in LMA Oliver Williams is Jake Williams. Telephone (02) 
9428 3808. 
 
Further information: 



Penny Oliver 
LMA Oliver Williams 
P: (02) 9428 3808 
M: 0429311344  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


